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Internship Report

Introduction

Generations of work on Astronomy has accumulated a vast body of knowledge
about objects both inside and outside our solar system. While solar system
might be tiny compared to our own galaxy, let alone the universe, size should
not mislead us in realizing that there are still thousands of objects in our own
solar system that have not yet been discovered by us. Among different objects
in solar system like planets, asteroids, comets or meteors, we decided to track
various comets and asteroids so that they can be better catalogued.

In this process, we dealt with a number of comets and asteroids, some of
which were recently discovered. Using CCD telescopes and computers, we were
able to locate the positions and brightness of these objects. This data, after
being reported to Minor Planet Center1, primarily helped in determining the
orbits of these objects. Precise prediction of object’s ephemeris is possible with
such orbit calculations. Furthermore, the data can be used to check collisions or
near misses that these objects can make with other objects in the solar system,
including our planet, preventing us from some catastrophic disaster.

In addition to that, to make my internship experience more enriching, we
decided to include some small yet interesting projects. We started working on
CODES2 that independently allowed us to calculate orbits with our own data,
which could later be compared with Minor Planet’s calculations. Finally, we
worked on some astronomical image processing using RegiStax 5, which made
us realize its great potential for future research.

1MPC operates at the Smithsonian Astrophysics Observatory(SAO) of Harvard University
2Comet\Asteroid Orbit Determination and Ephemeris Software version 4.2 is a freeware

developed by Jim Baer
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Methods

0.1 Image Acquisition

We used a .30m-f/2.5 Schmidt Cassegrain Teslescope for our astronomical imag-
ing. This telescope, with a focal length of 761mm, was definitely not a telescope
with the longest focal length that we had in our observatory, but a compara-
tively smaller field view of the CCD attached to it made our work much more
efficient. We used a black and white CCD SPIG ST-7XME3 with each pixels
of size 9 microns. Therefore, we were limited to objects that were at least 9
microns in size and those whose magnitude of brightness was at most 21.

The telescope that I used was controlled by a computer. A software pro-
gram called Maxim DL communicated directly with the telescope and the CCD
attached to it. Initially, I would start the imaging process by manually turning
the telescope on and then pointing the telescope to any known objects like stars
or planets in the sky. Using these known objects, Maxim DL was able to syn-
chronize where in the sky the telescope was pointing at. After knowing exactly
where the telescope was pointing at, the software was then used to point the
telescope to any other location in the sky.

To image any astronomical objects we need the location of these objects in
the sky. We used Minor Planet Center’s ephemeris generator to look up location
of different comets and asteroids as seen from our observatory. Several factors
like their altitude in the sky, speed, brightness and distance from the moon
were carefully considered before picking any object for imaging. Additionally,
we tried to avoid imaging during cloudy nights and nights closer to the full
moon. After knowing the location of the objects in the sky, we used Maxim
DL to direct the telescope to point to the specified location. Typically, we
would take image that has 2 minutes exposure and try to get at least 20 such
images. However, if the speed of the comet/asteroid that we’re following is
fast or if it was comparatively brighter, we would decrease the exposure to 30
seconds.Picking up a guide star was also an important step in this process, as
this prevented the telescope from drifting off its target while it was still imaging.

We would image as soon as it gets dark until an hour before dawn. Typically,
in a clear night we were able to image at least three objects, following each
one for at least an hour. As mentioned above, cloudy weather, moonlight and
occasionally telescope’s focus hindered our imaging process. All these so called
”raw images” were saved in the computer and copies were made so that they
could be used in the future.

3this CCD has 760x510 arrays
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0.2 Image Processing

After making copies of the raw images, they were ready for processing. Astro-
metrica, a software that helps astrometric data reduction of CCD images, was
used to process the images that we obtained. Initially, the image processing
began by loading dark frame and flat field frame, which astrometrica used to
do automatic image calibration. After closing all such processed images, which
were dark and flat field corrected, images were aligned and stacked. Typically,
the stack size would depend on the speed and the brightness of the object that
we were imaging. Fast moving or bright objects were detected only with smaller
stacks, however objects with brightness around magnitude of 20 require stack
of at least10 two minutes exposure image. In this process, the direction vec-
tor of the object had to be specified so that the the images could be stacked
and aligned properly. After making at least two stacks, we would change the
contrast of the image so that the object could be seen clearly. Astrometrica
had complete access to Minor Planet’s database of orbital elements of comets,
asteroids, and many other near earth objects. Generally, this database was up-
dated every day so that we were using the most recent orbit data. Blinking the
stacked images or animating the images helped us to identify the moving object
in our image. We then recorded the position and brightness of the object, which
astrometrica calculated for us. The MPC database could also be used to check
any other objects that were close to our target object. However, to record their
positions we had to re-stack them with different vectors.

Besides CCD image processing with astrometrica, we also worked on Reg-
iStax 5.0. RegiStax is used for astronomical video processing. I used videos
of Mars that were taken during its closest approach to the earth in 2001. I
first digitized all the video and converted them into .avi files that were read-
able by Registax. Aligning and stacking several frames from the video image
with RegiStax we obtained an improved image of Mars. Repeating the process
and tweaking different settings in RegiStax, I was able to improve the quality of
image drastically. I prepared a catalogue of how to use RegiStax for basic astro-
nomical video processing, which I thought would be helpful for future students
trying to learn RegiStax.

0.3 Data Reporting

The recorded positions and magnitude of brightness of objects were saved in
a text file in Astrometrica. This information was sent to Minor Planet Center
using Astrometrica. In this way, all of what we measured and recorded was sent
to MPC for further analysis. MPC collected data from observatories all across
the world to analyze orbital elements of various moving objects. If any new
discovery or unusual features in any astronomical objects were seen, we would
immediately report them to the MPC, which would be later confirmed by other
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observatories that were affiliated to it.
If your data was used to calculate the orbital elements, your data would

be published in MPC’s weekly orbit update. Every publication included most
recent orbital elements computed using data take from different observatories.
This summer or data got published in 30 such orbit updates.4

Conclusion

The weekly updates in orbital elements objects made it clear how the orbit was
getting more precise with the data that was reported to MPC. This in turn
allowed MPC to make better prediction about object’s position, brightness and
other crucial orbital elements like its perihelion. For example, we followed a
comet C/2009 K2 Catalina throughout the summer. During this observation
period, which spanned almost three months, the eccentricity of Catalina pro-
vided by minor planet changed from 1.0 to .9974540. Although this change
looks very small, the number tells us that the comet, which was thought to
never return back in its orbit, will actually return back in its orbit around the
sun.

Sometimes the ephemeris generated by MPC was way off the actual position
of object, particularly for recently discovered objects. We worked with many
such newly discovered comets like Comet Catalina C/2009 K2, Comet Yang-Gao
P/2009 L2, Comet Itagaki C/2009 E1, Comet Hill C/2009 O4 and Comet Hill
C/2009 O3. Our data helped refine the orbital elements of such newly discovered
comets. Work of many different people working in observatories all across the
world, including ours, was crucial for better cataloguing of astronomical objects.

MPC calculated orbital elements of all reported comets and asteroids. Until
this summer our work was focused mainly in reporting data to MPC. However,
this summer I downloaded and learnt how to use software CODES that indepen-
dently allowed us to calculated orbital elements with our own data. Using this
software and data that we took during the summer I calculated orbital elements
for two newly discovered comets: Comet Catalina C/2009 K2 and Comet Yang-
Gao P/2009 L2. We then compared our calculations with MPC’s calculation.
The results are presented in the tables below.

4The publications that we made are listed in the Appendix
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Parameters MPC’s Calculation Our Calculation

Epoch 2455240 2454984
eccentricity e 0.997454 0.997741
Perihelion Distance q 3.24638 3.24667
Perihelion Date T Feb 7, 2010 11 GMT Feb 7, 2010 12 GMT
Node omega 123.809 123.804
Perihelion Arg. w 147.693 147.678
Inclination i 66.8204 66.8222

Table 1: Orbital elemets for Comet Catalina C/2009 K2

Parameters MPC’s Calculation Our Calculation

Epoch N/A 2454999
eccentricity e 0.620640 0.620865
Perihelion Distance q 1.29605 1.29614
Perihelion Date T May 21, 2009 18 GMT 21 May 2009 12 GMT
Node omega 259.304 259.305
Perihelion Arg. w 346.957 346.957
Inclination i 16.1541 16.1583

Table 2: Orbital elemets for Comet Yang-Gao P/2009 L2

Although we had relatively fewer observations compared to MPC’s large
database, our calculations very closely agreed with MPC’s calculations. We
concluded that it was more important to have a data set that spanned a longer
period of time rather than having a large data set within a small period. Video
image processing of Mars using Registax allowed us to see the polar ice caps in
Mars. With more work on this software and new video images, we could have
revealed even subtler features of planets or natural satellites surface. In future,
this software could be used to study the surface of various planets.

All in all, the internship provided me with a great opportunity to learn
astronomical imaging and processing, both of which were unkown to me before
I started the internship. This was my first work experience where I combined
the knowledge of at least two different disciplines to solve a problem. This
transdisciplinary approach of solving problems was a very rewarding experience
to me. Nevertheless, I still believe that more work has to be done in uniting
these two disciples- computer science and astornomy- so that the process of
astronomical imaging and processing can be automated and made more efficient.
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Appendix

1. MPEC P37: OBSERVATIONS OF COMETS [21332-2009/12-R1]

2. MPEC P36: COMET C/2009 O4 (HILL) [21332-2009/12-R1]

3. MPEC P35: COMET C/2009 O3 (HILL) [21332-2009/12-R1]

4. MPEC P17: COMET C/2009 O4 (HILL) [21332-2009/12-R1]

5. MPEC P16: COMET C/2009 O3 (HILL) [21332-2009/12-R1]

6. MPEC P11: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [21332-2009/12-R1]

7. MPEC O31: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [21332-2009/12-R1]

8. MPEC O13: COMET P/2009 L2 (YANG-GAO) [XXXXX-XXXX/XX-
F1]

9. MPEC O11: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [XXXXX-XXXX/XX-
F1]

10. MPEC N40: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [21332-2009/12-R1]

11. MPEC N18: COMET P/2009 L2 (YANG-GAO) [21332-2009/12-R1]

12. MPEC N15: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [21332-2009/12-R1]

13. MPEC N06: 2009 NA [a=2.56,e=0.54,i=10.0,H=17.6] [21332-2009/12-R1]

14. MPEC M52: OBSERVATIONS OF COMETS [21332-2009/12-R1]

15. MPEC M51: COMET P/2009 L2 (YANG-GAO) [21332-2009/12-R1]

16. MPEC M50: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [21332-2009/12-R1]

17. MPEC M40: 2009 MZ6 [a=2.53,e=0.50,i=5.4,H=20.5] [21332-2009/12-
R1]

18. MPEC M36: 2009 MX6 [a=2.18,e=0.57,i=9.2,H=18.8] [21332-2009/12-
R1]
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19. MPEC M27: COMET P/2009 L2 (YANG-GAO) [21332-2009/12-R1]

20. MPEC M24: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [21332-2009/12-R1]

21. MPEC M19: 2009 MU [a=2.28,e=0.61,i=7.3,H=24.5] [21332-2009/12-R1]

22. MPEC M13: COMET P/2009 L2 (YANG-GAO) [21332-2009/12-R1]

23. MPEC L35: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [21332-2009/12-R1]

24. MPEC L15: COMET C/2009 K2 (CATALINA) [21332-2009/12-R1]

25. MPEC L10: COMET C/2009 E1 (ITAGAKI) [21332-2009/12-R1]

26. MPEC K35: OBSERVATIONS OF COMETS [21332-2009/12-R1]

27. MPEC P53: OBSERVATIONS OF COMETS [21332-2009/12-R1]

28. MPEC Q05: COMET P/2009 O3 (HILL) [21332-2009/12-R1]

29. MPEC Q44: COMET P/2009 O3 (HILL) [21332-2009/12-R1]

30. MPEC Q45: COMET C/2009 O4 (HILL) [21332-2009/12-R1]
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